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August 31, 2015 

May, June & July News Items Moved To "Archived 
News" Page of Gorski Consulting 

As is done periodically, we have just moved all news items from May, June and July, 
2015 to the Archived News page of the Gorski Consulting website. As usual there were a 
number of typographical errors in the original news items that have been corrected 
during this process. 

Just a reminder that we have limited time to edit the various articles and news items on 
this website. While we make every attempt to be accurate you will find at times that 
certain words do not make sense such as "north" when the view shown in a photo of an 
article is obviously from the "south". Such errors naturally occur without detailed 
editing and it even exists in many main-stream news agencies. If you find such an error, 
or have any other issue, please send a note to us via the website Contact Page, explain 
the situation and we will make the correction promptly. 

August 11, 2015 

An Unraveling of Reported Facts Surrounding A 
Single Vehicle Fatal Collision North-West of Chatham 
Ontario 

Police and news media reports with respect to a fatal, single-vehicle collision that 
occurred on Winter Line Road north-west of Chatham, Ontario on Monday morning, 
August 10th, 2015 are misleading and have not provided the public with an accurate 
portrayal of the evidence. Having conducted an independent examination of the 
collision site we hope to properly inform the public about the misleading portions 
of what has been reported. 

As an example, the London Free Press quoted Constable Renee Cowell in describing the 
general collision scenario: 



"Preliminary investigation has revealed the driver was travelling southbound when he 
lost control of his pickup truck, left the roadway and came to rest in the ditch." 

Firstly, we concur with the official reports that a pick-up truck was southbound on 
Winter Line Road and passed the intersection of Maple Line just before the vehicle 
exited onto the east roadside and fell into a deep and steep-sided ditch. 

The photo below shows a view of the area where the collision events occurred. This 
photo was taken on the afternoon of Tuesday, August 11, 2015. It shows a view looking 
south along Winter Line Road from just north of its intersection with Maple Line. So the 
subject pick-up truck would have passed this intersection and then continued into the 
background where it would have entered a right curve. 

 
View, looking south, along Winter Line Road just north of the intersection with Maple Line. 

New construction in this area included new guardrails and a new asphalt-paved surface. 

Once the vehicle passed the intersection with Maple Line, the photo below shows 
another southward view along Winter Line Road near the end of the right curve. In the 
background we see that Winter Line Road straightens out, is level, and contains the 
freshly paved surface. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/21041.jpg


 
View, looking south, along Winter Line Road along the right curve from just south of its 

intersection with Maple Line. 

The photo below shows a view from the opposite direction on Winter Line Road, where 
we can see the curve and the intersection of Maple Line is in the background. 

 
View, looking north, along Winter Line Road, along the noted curve and the intersection with 

Maple Line in the background. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2251.jpg
http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2145.jpg


Thus, in the above photo the subject pick-up truck would be approaching the camera. 

Turning around to face south again, the photo below shows a view further south along 
Winter Line Road. In the background one can see our parked vehicle on the east 
roadside. The collision-involved pick-up truck fell into the ditch just prior to the location 
of that parked car. 

 
View, looking south along Winter Line Road from just south of the right curve. In the 

distance background our vehicle can be seen, parked on the east roadside and the subject 
pick-up truck fell into the ditch just prior to the location of that parked car. 

In the foreground of the above photo one might be able to detect some red paint that has 
been sprayed onto the right (west) gravel shoulder. This paint marking was made by 
police to identify the location of the tire marks that were produced by the pick-up truck 
prior to its travel across the road and into the ditch. Thus the right side wheels of the 
pick-up truck had travelled onto the right shoulder and this eventually led to counter-
clockwise rotation which led to the vehicle's crossing to the other side of the road. This is 
a very common occurrence on these types of rural highways. 

In the photo below we see the area where the tire marks come off the west shoulder, 
travel across the road, and continue toward the ditch on the east side of Winter Line 
Road. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2115.jpg


 
Southward view showing the tire marks of the pick-up truck as they cross the road toward the 

east roadside where the vehicle fell into the ditch. 

The next photo takes us to a closer view of the area where the pick-up truck left the 
roadway and entered the east ditch. 

 
View, looking across the east roadside of Winter Line Road to the location where the pick-up 

truck slid into the east ditch. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/286.jpg
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Turning around again and facing northward, the photo below shows the view from the 
east side of the road, along the tire marks and back toward the west shoulder such that 
the pick-up truck would be approaching the camera. 

 
View, looking from the east roadside, back along the tire marks, toward the west shoulder 

such that the pick-up truck would be approaching the camera. 

The Chatham Daily News newspaper attached a photo of the collision-involved pick-up 
truck that accompanied their article on the collision. A photo of the page from this 
newspaper is shown below. 

 
Page from the Chatham Daily News newspaper showing a photo of the collision-involved 

pick-up truck. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/267.jpg
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Based on what is visible in the above photo this was likely taken shortly after the vehicle 
was pulled out of the east ditch. Thus this is a view looking northward and the front 
wheels of the vehicle are on the east shoulder. Although the damage to the vehicle might 
suggest that the cab area was completely destroyed that is highly unlikely. It would be a 
typical procedure of emergency personnel to cut the roof pillars of such a vehicle to 
remove the roof of the cab for easier access to the person inside. The detached roof of 
the cab is likely lying in the box of the vehicle. Thus the extent of crush at the roof is 
unknown. However the two left side corners of the vehicle appear to be undisturbed and 
this provides an indication that, at least from this viewing direction, there does not 
appear to be any major damage to the vehicle. 

An obvious concern in the above photo is that the left rear tire appears to have 
disintegrated as it does not appear to be of the same diameter as the left front tire. Of 
course this could be an illusion caused by the angle of the photo and the possible angle 
of the left rear tire and we are at a disadvantage with not having an opportunity to 
examine the actual vehicle. However what the photo seems to show does present a 
concern. 

We now come to the peculiar wording used to report the facts of this case and this leads 
to our objection about its misleading of the public that we mentioned. Several news 
media reported the following words in their articles: 

"The debris field, which included items from the truck and damaged tires, extended for 
several hundred metres." 

This sentence was followed by the following quote of Constable Cowell: 

"The debris does go north past Maple Line, so it is quite a distance that our traffic unit 
will be covering...to determine the circumstances surrounding the collision." 

Let us re-affirm that the collision-involved vehicle was travelling southbound, not 
northbound. In a typical, single-vehicle, loss-of-control event the vehicle enters into a 
series of progressively larger "yawing" motions that eventually cause the vehicle to slide 
sideways and rollover. During these pre-roll, yawing motions the typical vehicle does not 
sustain any damage. The worst that occurs is that the tires of such a vehicle might slip 
off their beads and the rims of the leading tires might contact the surface on which the 
vehicle is travelling. 

Referring to the present collision evidence there was no indication, from the instant that 
the tire marks became visible on the west shoulder up to the point that the vehicle 
entered  the ditch, that there was any impact of the vehicle. Thus we should not expect 
any "debris" unless it was something that became loose from the box or cab of the 
vehicle. So what meaning can be obtained from the peculiar wording that "The debris 
does go north past Maple Line..."? The vehicle was southbound and any debris would 
also travel southbound, not northbound. 



While there is a degree of loose semantics here, the fact remains that the Constable 
confirms that there is debris related to the vehicle some distance north of the 
intersection at Maple Line. We have stated a number of times on this website that in a 
typical, single-vehicle, loss-of-control collision the causal factors can be located a 
considerable distance prior to the first visible tire marks seen on the roadway. But it is 
quite rare that police investigations would be capable of documenting hard evidence of 
such causal factors on the collision site. Normally such facts are gathered through 
interviews of drivers, occupants and other witnesses, but very rarely from evidence on 
the actual roadway.  So what is the identity of this evidence? In particular, why do the 
news media report evidence of "damaged tires" as part of that debris? This is not 
something that would be typical of the evidence that would be found a "long distance" 
prior to the location of the initially-visible tire marks. 

What we suspect is that this incident is not a typical, single-vehicle, loss-of-control event 
that police relate to speed, alcohol or inattention, although we are not saying that these 
factors were absent. We understand that police need to hold back some information for 
valid reasons, however this is an event that should not be thrown on the back burner for 
the public to forget. 

Two points of evidence will be identified here, that have not been revealed, and that we 
cannot conceive would  interfere with the police investigation. 

First we need to look at the portion of the roadway where the pick-up truck first exited 
the pavement and onto the right shoulder. The photo below shows a thin scrape in the 
pavement, travelling at a diagonal, toward the west shoulder and matches with the tire 
marks caused by the left side tires of the vehicle. 

 
View, looking south, along the west edge of the pavement. A thin scrape can be seen 

travelling on a diagonal, off the pavement and matches with the left side tires of the vehicle in 
the gravel shoulder. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/21151.jpg


We appreciate that this scrape may be difficult to detect in the low-resolution, photos 
that must be used in internet-based media. Thus we attempt to rectify this problem by 
showing a closer view of the scrape in the photo below. 

 
Closer view of narrow scrape near the west edge of the pavement. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/21181.jpg


Given the characteristics of the tire marks on the shoulder we are certain that the vehicle 
is not at a large angle with respect to its travel direction at this location. And there is no 
prior evidence of major yawing activity of the vehicle north of this location. Thus we do 
not see any obvious reason for the left side tires of the vehicle to become de-beaded and 
slip off their rims. Besides, this narrow and straight type of scrape is not characteristic of 
such over-loaded de-beading of a tire. So why does it exist precisely as the vehicle is 
leaving the paved road surface? This is not common. Why have police not identified the 
existence of this important evidence? We are willing to wait for a proper explanation but 
an explanation is certainly in order. 

Secondly, the subject vehicle's right side tires strayed off the pavement to a maximum of 
less than 2.0 metres onto the west gravel shoulder. Cross-slope measurements were 
taken of that shoulder in the manner shown in the following photos. First, a 4-foot (1.22 
metre) carpenter's level was extended from the west asphalt edge, perpendicular to the 
road length and horizontal with the pavement edge as shown in the photo below. 

 
View of carpenter's level being extended horizontal manner to identify the cross-slope of the 
west shoulder of Winter Line Road at the location of the vehicle's loss-of-control tire marks. 

Measurements of the drop in the level of the gravel shoulder were taken as shown in the 
photo below. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2309.jpg


 
View, showing a drop of about 8.5 centimetres over a lateral distance of 122 centimetres 

which represents a slope of about 7 %. 

This method demonstrated a cross-slope of the shoulder of about 7% in the 1.22 metres 
of shoulder closest to the pavement. We then moved the 4-foot carpenter's level one 
length further from the road as demonstrated in the photo below. 

 
View of 4-foot carpenter's level after it has been moved one length further from the pavement 

edge. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2312.jpg
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Note in the above photo that the red paint from the police marking of the right tire mark 
is located within the length of that carpenter's level. In fact the centre of that tire mark 
was about 77 centimetres further from the end of the carpenter's level that was closest to 
the road, as demonstrated in the photo below. 

 
View of measurement tape being used to measure from the end of level to point over top of 

the centre of the tire mark caused by the left side tires of the vehicle. 

With a piece of red tape placed on the carpenter's level to represent the centre of the tire 
mark, the photo above shows the distance of 77 centimetres from the end of the 
carpenter's level that is closest to the road edge. Thus adding 122 centimetres of the 
previous length with the 77 centimetres to the centre of the tire mark indicates that the 
tire mark was located about 199 centimetres, or 2 metres, west of the pavement edge. 
This is where we took a measurement of the drop in the shoulder as shown in the photo 
below. 

 
View of the measurement being taken over top of the tire mark showing a drop of 20 

centimetres. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2321.jpg
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As can be seen in the above photo the drop in the shoulder was about 20 centimetres 
over a distance of 77 centimetres along the carpenter's level. 

We also took an additional measurement at the centre of the level (61 centimetres from 
its end) as shown in the photo below and obtained a drop of about 10.5 centimetres. 

 
View showing a drop of about 10.5 centimetres at the mid-point of the carpenter's level. 

Needless to say, the slope of the shoulder in the zone 1.2 to 1.8 metres away from the 
pavement edge was about 13.6 %. In the vicinity of where the right tires of the pick-up 
truck were located (where it commenced it counter-clockwise rotation) the slope was 
about 63%. These are very steep slopes. However nothing has been said so far by police 
to inform the public of this finding. 

Steep slopes of road surfaces or shoulders present problems. The most obvious scenario 
is when the surface becomes icy and slippery, but there are many reasons why steep 
slopes can become dangerous. This is why standardized guidelines for the limits to 
various cross-slopes, super elevations, sags and crests have been accepted and used in 
the design of our highways for many previous decades. With respect to this specific 
incident, is it likely that police will inform the public whether the existence of a slope of 
13.6% located less than 2 metres from a paved road surface is an acceptable 
circumstance and in compliance with standard design? And what about a 63% grade 
that is within 2 metres of the travelled road surface? Is that something that the public 
should be informed about, or is it of no concern? We certainly await that notification. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2336.jpg


There is other evidence that we have examined at the site that we cannot determine if it 
is relevant to this case. As such we will wait for what further information, if any, is 
provided from the police investigators before we determine whether further comment 
is warranted. 

Of wider significance is the issue of potential drowning of occupants when a vehicle 
enters a water-filled ditch. Kent and Lambton Counties seem to have an unusually large 
number of deep and steep-sided ditches lying close to and parallel with many of their 
roadways. Every year there are occurrences where vehicles enter the ditch and the 
occupants' lives are threatened by potential drowning. The depth and width of these 
ditches make a difference in the magnitude of that threat. 

In the present case, the ditch where the pick-up truck was found was deep but rather 
wide. That larger width can help in extrication of the occupants whether by themselves, 
by-standers or with help from emergency personnel. In the case of some narrower 
ditches the fallen vehicle may not be visible or a vehicle may become wedged in the 
narrow confines of the steep slopes such that doors cannot be opened. In other instances 
narrow ditches cannot support the same amount of water than wider ones and, given a 
period of wet weather the smaller ditches can contain deeper levels of water which 
increase the danger of submersion of a vehicle. 

 

 
View, looking north, at the characteristics of the ditch where the subject pick-up truck came 

to rest on Winter Line Road. 

http://gorskiconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2342.jpg


Even a very shallow amount of water can pose a real danger to an occupant whose 
vehicle might be lying upside down. Seatbelts become difficult to disengage when the 
weight of the occupant is pressing on the system. When that occupant is injured or semi-
conscious that difficulty becomes even greater. 

All those agencies responsible for investigation of these incidents need to develop a 
system of communication with the public about the dangers of these open ditches. 
Discussion needs to include the potential of erecting roadside barriers and guardrails at 
a larger number of these dangerous locations. As per previous such incidents we are 
skeptical whether police and municipal authorities will use this incident to publicize this 
important information to the public. 
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